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S574 - Women's 3-in-1 Jacket
Collection:  Women's Workwear
Range:  All Weather Protection
Shell Fabric:  100% Polyester 240T Pongee, PVC Coated
Outer Carton:  12

Product information
Waterproof, windproof and breathable, this contemporary jacket is ideal for
modern corporate use. A stylish design and flattering fit will appeal to the
modern worker. Exposed waterproof zips add to the stylish design and offer
full protection from the elements.
Women's Workwear
This exclusive range of women's workwear is designed for comfort and
style. The high quality Kingsmill fabric is cut to give a flattering fit and will
retain its colour and shape wash after wash. Handy features such as scissor
stow pocket,  key fob loop and action back contribute to the functional
appeal of these versatile garments.

All Weather Protection
Portwest All Weather Protection is engineered with exceptional fabrics and
designs, allowing an easy transition between work and leisure. Tested to
withstand the rigours of everyday wear, each garment has been designed
and manufactured using the best quality materials and high technology
construction techniques to ensure total satisfaction with wear after wear.

Standards
EN 343 Class 3:1 X (WP 3,000mm)

Features
3-in-1 waterproof, breathable and windproof jacket with taped seams●

Interactive fleece which can be worn as a separate jacket for multi use●

Hook and loop cuffs for a secure fit●

Drawcord adjustable hem●

Chin guard with internal storm flap provides extra comfort●

Extremely water resistant eco-conscious fabric finish, water beads●

away from fabric surface

Side zip pockets●

Concealed hook and loop fastening for easy closure●

4 pockets for ample storage●

Pack away detachable hood for convenience●

Curved back hem for added protection●
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S574 - Women's 3-in-1 Jacket
Commodity Code: 6210300010

Test House

Wash Care
          

Carton Dimensions/Weight

Item Colour Len Wid Hgt Weight(Kg) Cubic(m3) EAN13 GTIN/DUN14
S574BKRXS Black 60.0 40.0 40.0 0.9990 0.0960 5036108404476 15036108889447
S574BKRS Black 60.0 40.0 40.0 0.9990 0.0960 5036108404452 15036108889423
S574BKRM Black 60.0 40.0 40.0 0.9990 0.0960 5036108404445 15036108889416
S574BKRL Black 60.0 40.0 40.0 0.9990 0.0960 5036108404438 15036108889409
S574BKRXL Black 60.0 40.0 40.0 0.9990 0.0960 5036108404469 15036108889430
S574BKRXXL Black 60.0 40.0 40.0 0.9990 0.0960 5036108404483 15036108889454


